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We will be closing down the Go Fund Me page for Bubba on October

6th! We would like to thank all of you for your donations and kind words.

We all loved Bubba as he touched each one of us in different ways. 

Life is precious as he was to all of us. 

Please take the time to make any last minute donations because the

reality is, there will be so many bills coming. Thank You all again for your

help in easing some of the stress on the Pierce family and please continue

to donate, share the link, and pray for the Pierce family to have the

strength to keep moving forward!

KEEP THOSE DONATIONS COMING!! 1 WEEK LEFT! :)

Subscribe to Updates Show More

As many of you know, Mr Eddy Pierce (aka Bubba from Bubba-Q-Bar-B-Q)
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Thanks for being so wonderful to
me,my friend.
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Robert Bringleson
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Very sad to hear of Eddie's passing.
Eddie and I were best friends in grade

school and lived 3 doors down. Spent
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had a heart attack on Wednesday June 17th. As he went in for his double

bypass surgery on Friday the 19th, many complications arose.  He is currently

in the hospital fighting but slowly improving every day.

That all being said, with having multiple major heart procedures and the (what

will be) likely long term hospital stay, all of us friends of the Pierce family and

lovers of the amazing human beings they are, we are seeking any amount of

donation to help the family with expenses to cover for medical bills, time

missed from work, lost festivals (for Bubba Q) and other expenses. 

The Pierce Family has been a community staple in Crown Point and Northwest

Indiana.  Lets help give back to them!

 

Thank You and please keep Eddy and the Pierce Family in your prayers.

school and lived 3 doors down. Spent
many happy times with the whole
Pierce family. Sissy,Danny,and Amie so
sorry for your loss.

Beth Brown
6 months ago

I have such great memories of the
Pierce family while we were all
growing up across from Lion's Park!
Hope you are feeling better everyday
Eddie! Say hi to Danny and Sissy too.
Beth Bringleson Brown

Steve & Noreen Fahrner
7 months ago

Anonymous
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Jim Sweeney
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Denise Krucina
7 months ago

Ken and I have you in our prayers. We
are thinking about you. Ken said the
pig population is happy, but we want
you to get well.

Bob Hamilton
7 months ago
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I just wanted to say thank you to everyone that has contributed to

Eddy/Bubba's medical expenses. Please keep getting the word out and

help this wonderful family. Thank you SO much!

Lynn Pluskota-Reichard 7 months ago

I went to high school with Ed. I don't know him well but remember his

as always smiling and friendly. Help out if you can.

Jim Sweeney 7 months ago
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